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100 Things You Should Know about Sales and Distribution in SAP ERPSAP Press, 2012

	It is Friday afternoon, you are ready to go home but you get a call from your customer telling you that their order will need to be express delivered. The only thing now between you and your weekend is changing the delivery priority in a hundred and sixty-eight order items.

	

	The good news is there is now a resource for you to...
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Xamarin EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to efficiently develop Android and iOS apps for deployment using the Xamarin platform


	About This Book

	
		Explore the Xamarin platform and understand the architecture behind Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android
	
		Learn how to build and run iOS and Android apps using Xamarin Studio and...
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Advanced Quantitative Finance with C++Packt Publishing, 2014

	Create and implement mathematical models in C++ using Quantitative Finance


	About This Book

	
		Describes the key mathematical models used for price equity, currency, interest rates, and credit derivatives
	
		The complex models are explained step-by-step along with a flow chart of every...
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How to Use Adobe Photoshop CS2Sams Publishing, 2005
Have you ever looked at your color pictures and wished you could make them black and white? Or maybe you've dreamed about taking that photo of your brother, cutting the head off and placing it on the body of a grizzly bear. The tool that you need is Adobe Photoshop and the book you need to learn all about it is ...
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Chemically Bonded Phosphate Ceramics: Twenty-First Century Materials with Diverse ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2005
A single source of for the science and applications of chemically bonded phosphate ceramics     

       The first chemically bonded phosphate ceramics (zinc phosphate dental cements) were developed over a century ago.  However it has only been in the last 30 years that a new breed of materials has been discovered.   This book brings...
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Drinking Water and Infectious Disease: Establishing the LinksCRC Press, 2002

	There still exists considerable uncertainty in many countries about the contribution of drinking water to sporadic cases of disease. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), in cooperation with the World Health Organization (WHO), led the Workshop on Molecular Technologies for Safe Drinking Water in 1998 to address...
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How Electronic Things Work... And What to do When They Don'tMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Electronic equipment 'on the blink'? Don't junk it or pay sky-high repair costs - fix it yourself! Here's a guide to understanding and repairing electronics equipment written for people who would ordinarily 'call the shop'. With this fully illustrated, simple-to-use guide, you will get a grasp of the workings of the...
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Higher Returns from Safe Investments: Using Bonds, Stocks, and Options to Generate Lifetime IncomeFT Press, 2010

	“Marvin Appel is a discerning and highly regarded money manager. In this concise but compelling text, he shows how individual investors can use a range of fixed-income strategies to gain superior returns while ably managing risk.” --Nelson Freeburg, Editor, Formula Research

...
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Building a Web 2.0 Portal with ASP.NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008
If you think you're well versed in ASP.NET, think again. This exceptional guide gives you a master class in site building with ASP.NET 3.5 and other cutting-edge Microsoft technologies. You learn how to develop rock-solid web portal applications that can withstand millions of hits every day while surviving scalability and security pressures -- not...
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Asterisk CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Asterisk has a wealth of features to help you customize your PBX to fill very specific business needs. This short cookbook offers recipes for tackling dialplan fundamentals, making and controlling calls, and monitoring channels in your PBX environment. Each recipe includes a simple code solution you can put to work immediately, along...
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Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of ChangeCRC Press, 2007

	As rising levels of mercury in the environment pose an increasing threat of toxicity to humans and wildlife, several laws already call for industries to reduce mercury emissions at the source. Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of Change outlines the infrastructure and methods needed to measure, monitor, and regulate the...
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Discrete Geometry for Computer Imagery: 16th IAPR International Conference, DGCI 2011, Nancy, FranceSpringer, 2011


	The 16th edition of the International Conference on Discrete Geometry for Computer

	Imagery was held in Nancy, France, April 6–8, 2011, and was organized

	by the ADAGIo team of the LORIA laboratory (Lorraine research center in

	computer science and its applications). DGCI 2011 attracted many researchers

	from all around the...
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